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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE’ 
2,489,843 

LOCKING PLUG AND JAQK 
Alvin C. Follrner, Mercer Island,“ wash. 

Application January 30, 1948, Serial lilo. 5,4577 _ 
6 Claims. (o1. 173-332) 

(Granted under the act of March 3, 1883, as 
"amended April 30, 1928; 370' O‘. G. ‘757) 

The invention described in the speci?cation and 
claims may be 'manufa'ctured’and used by or for 
the Government for governmental purposes, with 
out the payment'to'me of any royalty thereon. 

The‘ invention relates to connectors for elec 
trical conductors, and particularly to those of the 
plug-and-jack type, and it is particularly well 
suited to the production of telephone switchboard 
jacks and plugs‘, and other receptacle and plug 
connections, especially in situations where‘ rough 
usage, vibration, and shock may be expected. 
" 'It' is especially an aim to present a plug and 
jack wherein the plug will be locked in the jack 
when inserted by the ordinary practice ‘of insert; 
ing a plug longitudinally into a socket, but which 
may~ also be unlocked and withdrawn by the 
usual motion heretofore involved in grasping and 
withdrawing the ordinary plugs, without special 
manipulations otherwise. ' ' 

It issought to present such a connector which 
will be useful in ceiling outlets of armored vehic 
les, and elsewhere, as well as at wall and floor out 
lets and portable apparatus, where head phones 
or other electrical “units have‘their leads con 
nected by inserted plugs. ' 
The weight of cord and plug will often cause 

the‘ dropping of a plug from'its' receptacle, espec 
ially where the latter is defective; and in floor and 
wall outlets where gravity is less apt to cause dis 
connection, a plug will ‘often be withdrawn by 
swinging of the extension cord conductor, or-by 
a person brushing thereagainst. ' 

It is a highly important object to embody a 
plug and socket construction which will be de— 
pendably certain to release when the plug itself 
is purposely grasped and pulled with moderate 
e?ort, and at the same time to present an article 
readily adaptable to manufacture at low cost in 
a rugged form which will be free in large degree 
from liability of derangement incident to varied 
uses to be expected, especially in military opera 
tions and in portable installations. ' ~ ‘ 

It is an advantage of the invention that it 
makes possible the embodiment of a plug of‘ex 
tremely small size suitable for use in small tele-' 
phone exchanges, and generally in telephone 'or 
telegraph outlets, in which the improved jack ele 
ment may be substituted for a'conventional‘jack 
with standard mounting. ‘ ‘ 

' It is a further purpose to enable the attach-' 
ment of the plug to'patch cords and the like in a 
conventional relation 50 that impedance of move 
ment and use of the cords'will be at ‘a minimum 
and the ‘product ‘will correspond‘ closely as‘ to 
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2 
manipulation, and space requirements to prior 
equipment. : ' " ' " ' ' 

' ‘It is an advantage that the device will ordi 
narily, in its safest form, not permit withdrawal cf 
the plug‘ bypumng on ‘the cord leading thereto, 
but is adapte'd'topermit such use in case of’ need 

therefor. ' ' ” ’ " " It is important that the plug shall utilize the 

prior practice of'th'e' insulated tip contact at its 
extremity, and‘ a side contact sleeve as its stem 
portion so that no‘c'ompl'exity in circuit hook-ups 
shall'be'introduc'e'd. ‘ ‘ ’ ' ' ' ' 

Among ‘other objects of the invention it is 
sought 'to present' a‘ plug which may be readily 
attached‘ 'to lead 'cord’s'by the ordinary service 
m'an,‘ lineman, or erection electrician, without lia 
bility of confusion'due to complications in the 
invention; the parts of'which'may'be'readily re_ 
placed at the job, ~without requiring special tools 
ornrietl'iods;v ’ " " ' ' ’ ’ 

Additional objects, advantages and features of 
invention’re'side in 'the‘cons'tr‘uction, arrangement 
and combination "of parts involved in the embodi 
ment of the’invention‘as will appear from the 
following "description and accompanyingl'draw 
in'gs, ‘wherein ‘ " ‘ ’ ‘ ~ ' ' ‘ 

' Figure l is a vertical section of an exchange 
panel or the like with my plug'installed, the inner 
end of the plug being in elevation'and the outer 
end. portion‘p'a'rtly in‘ section; I' ' ‘ 

Figure 2' is a ‘horizontal diametrical section 
through'the plug cn‘the‘ line 3——3 of Figure 1, 

' Figure 3 is a similar view with the lock released; 
Figure 4 is a plan'of 'th'e'blank for the lock con 

tact;_ I, . . .. 

Figure 5 is a plan of the lever dog; 
Figure 6 is a cross section on the line 6-6 of 

Fig. 1; ‘ ' ' i ‘ ' ‘ 

1 Figure 7 is a fragmentary section of the handle 
of the‘plug showing‘ a modi?ed use; ‘ ‘ 
There is illustrated conventionally a portion of 

a switchboard panel'lm'whi‘ch in the present in 
stance is assumed to be ‘of conducting material to 
serve 'as'a ground, although'other mountings for 
jacks including insulating materials may be em 
ployed as required.“ " 
"Setthroughan'aperture in this panel there is 

a jack, socket, or receptacle l l representing an in 
dividual'telephone‘ outlet or other electrical cir 
cuit outlet. This receptacle ‘consists in this in 
stance of a metal bushing 12, externally threaded 
to'one extremity inserted through the'panel, and 
having an integral ‘flange l3 at its forward or 
outer extremityv against ‘the front of the 'panel. 
If found'more' convenient in‘assembly and servic 
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ing, however, the threaded end may be extended 
toward the front. A look nut I4 is engaged on 
the bushing against the rear side of the panel 
and against this nut there is set an insulating 
washer l5, a ring terminal 16, a second insulat 
ing washer 15, a lock washer, and an assembly nut 
l1, clamping the last-named 'parts'against the 
lock nut 14. ' 
The ring terminal I6 is stamped from spring 

The case 21' is cut away over the ?at 29 of the 
assembly block 28, and at the rear end of this cut 
away part an integral broad tongue or lug 36 
is left at one edge, this lug being flattened and 

5 laid snugly against the ?at 29 of the assembly 
block 28. The lug is apertured to receive assem 
bly 's'crews‘3l by'which it is‘fastened to the assem 
bly block, locking the latter ?rmly against longi 
tudinal or rotative relative movement in the case 

sheet metal, and consists of a simple annular ‘~'10\ 21. One of the binding screws 30 is also engaged 
blank from opposite sides of which integral con 
tact and lock spring arms l8 are extended radially 
with uniform width in this particular" instance. 
Intermediately of the basesoii the arms on“ the 

in‘ this lug; attaching the lead-in 32 which com 
pletes the circuit to the case 21. 
The block'281’1stops within the forward limit of 

sliding movement of the handle 26 on the case 
outer edge of the ring a short tongue‘i‘?f is_ex-_ "11:5 ‘2'il'as'rn'ay' bé'seen in Figure 1, and is bored con 
tended therefrom suitable for the soldering-of a 
lead wire thereto; it is inclinedgawayfrom the 
panel for convenient access." .‘Thei'arr'ns' [8 are 
curved inwardly at their bases on a short radius, 
and extendedwthence as convergentrectilinear 
arms symmetrically arranged in relation to the 
axis of the jack andnearlyhor quite contacting 
at their outer parts‘ in their vnormal freewforzn. 
Thelengtli-of thesearms in their rectilinear parts 
11s,..such thatthey conreree at anemia angle 
which may approximate sixty degrees,'a_lthough it 
mayvaryin either direction to a,’ considerable 

I extent. without detrimentally a?sctine the imm 
tion ‘of, the: device;._ M'Ifhe smaller the anglekthe 

--easier_vlinay my plug be inserted, as will appear. 
Near their extremities, the arms Jl8are bent out 
.ward ,atright angles, to form short shoulders 
'2U,>_and againnbent in the s/ameydirection as the 
rectilinear parts, ,substantiellr at right. angles 
to, the shoulders. .20, to. .fprm stqpsrilgwhicll will 

, engage the head of a tip contact as will-be later 
.shown, to prevent closing of the arms toward 
each other farther than necessary in locking func 
tion. The structure thus describedconstitutes 
the complete jack or receptacle.» The parts 20 
‘and 2! on each arm ‘IB-may be called clasp mem 
bers, since they will clasp the head at the- end 
of an inserted plug conductor, as will appear. 
Therplug 25 of this invention in the instant 

embodiment, comprises two main parts relatively 
movable longitudinally, one on the other, the-one 
being an outer tubular two-piece sleeve or handle 

‘ including a knob”, of insulatingmaterial, while 
the other part, therewithin, is a‘ composite mem 

..ber comprising a-cylindricaltubular case 2'! of 
conducting material (its external diameter being 
such that it may ?t slidably in the bushing I2 
and serve as a conductor~thereto for one'side 
of a circuit), and a release or unlocking plunger 
of insulating 'materiaL'to be described. 1 H 
The case 21 extends for nearly the whole length 

of the plug and has ?xed in its outer end por 
~tion (whichlmaywbe considered its rear part) 
an assembly blocks28 of insulating material, the 

\ forward part of which is ?tted snugly in the case,‘ 
and the major rear portion of which, excepting 

» theextremity; is semicircular in section, present 
a ing a ?at part 29,, affording a space at one side 
of the block within the plug‘ tojaccommodatew 
binding and assembly screws-"30" and Y31; ' By a 
number of the‘ latter'the block is secured in the 
case 21,-and circuit wire leads 32 from a cord 33 
are'fastened by the'screws 30. The extreme end 
portion of the block is formed with a split semi 
annulus 34 concentric with the block 28 and 
serving as a protective bushing for the lead-in 
wires. The gap 35 in this semi-annulus allows 
rapid placing of the lead-in-wires in the device 
without inserting them through the end of the 
block 28. 

centric‘ally to receive snugly through its forward 
v;_ part and partly across the ?at 29 a center con 
*ductor~ bar-or, stem '31 of a tip contact 38 ?xed 
thereon and located a suiiicient distance forward 

20 ly of- the case 2'! to pass between and slightly 
‘beyond the shoulders‘ 20, but not beyond the stops 
‘2lfof‘the 'jack'when the"for~ward (part of the 
handle 25 engages the bushing l2. The shoulder 
_20 then engages inwardly of andbehind therim 

'25 of the tip contact. The latter is a circular mush 
room-shaped head formed‘ on orattached to the 
stem, the rear side 39 of theltip toward the right 

j.in,Figure,"1I being'conical and its elements ex 
tended at an acute angle to a plane normal to the 

30 stem and de?ned by a sharp-edged rim 40 on the 
tip formed by the junction of the rear and for 
ward surfaces of the tip. The forward part 4| 
‘ofvthe tip has a .major conical base part; the 
conicalelements ofwhich are at a much greater 

35. angle "to the plane‘of the rim than'th'os'e of the 
side. 39,.and converge forwardly.’ at an 'angIeLin 
creasing toward the axis of the tip, .sothat a 
'rounded apex is formed thereon, substantially 
as shown. Other shapessuitable for the func 

=1o tion of this part may be utilized. 
. The, rear end of the stem 31 extends across the 
hat 29 as before stated, and is ?attened in this 
part,s0, as ‘to. receive assembly screws}! engaged 
therethrough and in the block=28, to_ hold the 

5tstem in rigid relation with the‘ block andlcase 
'21, and ‘a binding. screw 30. is also provided on 

, this» ‘?at, holding oneleadv wire 32 of the circuit 
‘connections to theplug. 

Fitted slidably in the forward end portion‘of 
50 the case 21, there is a plunger 42, axially bored 

'to'slide along the stem 31 and having an enlarged 
frusto-spherical concentric cam head 43, the base 

' of which is planiform and engages the extremity 
‘ of the case 21 when the plunger is at its rear 

"55 orretracted limitrof movement nearly abutting 
‘ the assembly block “28. The plunger is slidable 
i forwardly we position with its forward extremity 
very close to or at the" rear side of the tip 38, 

“'and'is ‘of such radius that in its forwardmost 
"60 position, it is engaged with and holds the arms 

" l8 of- the ring terminal apart and clear of the rim 
40 of the tip ‘38', permitting the plug to be freely 

' withdrawn from theyjack. ’ ' 
‘ The‘ means for operating the plunger 42 com 

65 prises two or‘more lever dogs 44, which are set 
through transverse diametrically opposite slots 45 

" formed in the case 21 a short distance forwardly 
I of the assembly block 28, the inner ends of these 
dogs being set in a circumferential'channel 46 

70 in the periphery of the plunger, and the outer 
ends of the dogs are in a channel 41 formed on 
the interior of the two-piece handle. This chan 
nel is ‘formed in a metal ferrule‘sleeve 48,- in 
teriorly threaded at its rear end and screwed on 

75 to a corresponding exteriorly threaded sleeve part 



lsneth of the does, 91." Just suf?eieiit t'e‘peraiit 

sign? which sqnical surfases extend diyersently, 

5 
of the knob 4226. phases! in the tarsal? sor 
iiessohds in form nearly as masheahls is that 
at the bhannel 4-6, and each shannel assists. at a 
sea rel annular groove 99 QOHCEIItYiQ with the 
2111s and slightly widefthan the iliieknsssgf the a 
$1955, the two smiles beihspi slash ‘death that 
when aligned with sash ether 11.1 a stamps plane 
mrmal its the axis of the plus, the radial distaste 
b tween their battens slightly ore than the 

the eggs is be arranged at right angles to the 
azéisj 9f the plugwithout binding between the 
handle and plunger. {Passe green; I? s of 
slight depth, and here parallel planifqrm sides 

.fermiiis the reminders of the channels 46 _41. 
The slots 45 are 0? sumsient extent 1. udinally 
9f the Plush? allow the does to lie inslmedlonsi 
.flidiii'ally in either dirsstilln, substantially as 
shown in Figure .2- The lsngth oi the dogs is 

?lmed .50 as to impinge on oppositely ‘facing sides 
If respective sleeves .4? in case the handle of 
the plus should he‘msved lqnsitudinally onthe 
case 21 opposite the direction of inclination or 
the dogs.’ . > _; " ' 

‘In Bush mqrement of the handleas last re 
.ferredlia Pressure 9f the handle groolle against 
the ‘ends of the dogs, causes them to pivot in‘ the 
slots §§ as fulcrum’s, and to operate as levers 
against the side of the groove in the plunger, and 
so move theplunger‘longitudinally in the plug. 
When the plus tip is Presented in the jack-hole 

at the "bushing I2‘,‘it‘ente‘r's 'neeiy ther'ein'hnd 
may be moved longitudinally therethrough until-j, 
the tip 38“engage's 'the arms"~'|‘a’.*"i1r it should ‘ 
happen that at this time the handle islat its 
outermost position on the ‘case 2] 0i thejplug 
"(the plunger ' being then" forward) , opposition of 

an the handle .of the skis will immediately release _ 
the loc .ne parts, and‘ withdraw‘ the’ D1ug."""" 
“The 'liandle knot} 26 inturnedat’its'onter 

ens-s disten'ée ‘ran the mesa era aa 
?élossiil spate‘ sad the ‘@1116 pgii'has an opening 
through which the ‘cordv 33 may‘ freely sli'de,"s0 
thatnorrnally'no “null on 'the'c'ord'will tend to 

ih'e' guitars snd‘ssuse release time 
plus- ' ' 

"However, in case of need, the space between 
the outer end of the 1310,10v and the assembly‘blpck 
z‘zifin‘ay be :s‘u?i'ci‘ent' 'tq‘ permitknotting ofthe 
cord within the'h'andle; substantially as 'fshownv in 
Figure ‘8, in‘ ‘whicn'case' “a ‘pull ‘on the cord ‘win 
sanseirelesse apeiraiip'n Qf .th'e‘haridls and sinuses 

- and withdrawal of the plug‘. Thisiha'nner of use 
‘will be bene?cial is time ' mg casual withdrawal 
of the plug by"gravityv ,‘thenfo'rces ‘less than 
that required operate the plunger, Will 

go permit disconnection by ‘a good pullon the cord. 
snsh that in either position their ends pesi It assures" it? and dependable connection in 

many'situationswhere loos‘e plug ‘would repre 
sent a liability of'accident'or ‘circuit interruption 
'" While ‘the impedahs'e offered by the spring arms 
I8 to f " "ar'd‘ o' protractile movement of the 
plunger will also pass extant lit-Want eFiCl 

pdenjtla'l‘ full“onytw'ardv movement of the handle 26, 
it may be. fdl'md desirable‘ to include a spring 
50 b'eliw?éll tne‘r'qrwagq ‘end of the tubular part 
of the handle '25 and the dogs 94. 'In the instance 
illustrated a’ single 'protract'ile' helical wire ‘spring 
egsurrounds the ‘case 21 within the rear part of 
the ‘ferrule “,Qwhioh is‘larger than the case to 
the extent (if the thi?hhéfS'Sd. the threaded end 
of'the handle knob; This spring tends to thrust 
the does forward at their outer‘ parts; which 
will hold thehandlé fo‘r'wsrdl'vand' Prevent its 
<1? 'sjual 'r' ' cilifoéatiqn ‘or? at least prevent its loose 
'msivémentiwhich is its ‘principal Purpose 

the arms l8 toprbgress' of'the plunger will tendifl? WIT'JIUEIIYIQQYF QeSAFIiD§dI_Wi17h Pa! 
to press the plunger baclg, and continued manual P1199124? Y 3' speci?c farm 9? t??? invention which 
pressure will cause the handle to moveforvvard 15 “35' est embodiment as V917 known to me, it 
on" the case‘ 27', ‘operating the dog levers so as 
to retract the plunger. 

It is signi?cant that upon withdrawal of the 
plug from the jack by simple conventional grasp 
ing and pulling of the plug, protraction operation 
of the plunger will be caused, its forward move 
ment resulting from leverage of the dogs due to 
outward movement of the handle, and causing ‘ 
separation of the ends of the arms I8 until the 
shoulders 20 clear the rim 40 of the tip 38 and 
permit easy withdrawal of the latter. The en 
gagement of these shoulders by the tip thereto 
fore will prevent rearward movement of the tip 
and case 21, so that the described operation of 
the plunger by the handle is assured. 

It will be seen from the foregoing that, due to 
the lightness of the handle 26, a moderate strength 
in the arms l8 will be su?icient to prevent with 
drawal of the plug under very severe shocks and 
high inertia forces due to movements of any 
structure in which the jack and plug are in 
stalled. The angle at which the shoulders 20 
are set with respect to the axis of the plug, and 
the fact that the corresponding angle of the rear 
face 39 of the tip 38 is substantially the same, 
causes these parts to coact as a positive lock, 
preventing withdrawal of the plug as long as the 
arms are engaged with the tip, unless the arms 
themselves collapse. This safeguards the plug 
against accidental withdrawal even if a person or 
object should become entangled with the cord in 
ordinary movements. Yet a very moderate pull 

will neve‘i'théles's‘bé understood that‘this' ‘is pure» 
ly exemplary, and that modi?cations of the struc 

45 ture, arrangement and combination of parts, sub 
stitution of materials and equivalents, mechani 
cal or otherwise, may be made without departing 
from the spirit of the invention set forth in the 
appended claims, wherein 

I claim: 
1. An electrical coupling comprising a recep 

tacle having a plug-receiving passage therein, in 
wardly convergent spring members at the inner 
end of the passage having a normal minimum 
spacing at their proximal parts, a plug having a 
head thereon transversely larger than said spac 
ing and adapted to pass and receive the said 
proximal parts in looking engagement therebe 
hind when the plug is inserted in the receptacle, 
a reciprocable cam member on the plug inwardly 
of said head movable toward and from the head 
and constructed to cam said spring members 
apart at the proximal limit of movement of the 
cam, a longitudinally slidable handle surround 

.1 

5 ing the outer part of the plug, and motion re 
versing connections between the handle and the 
cam. 

2. A locking plug and jack comprising a recep 
tacle terminal comprising inwardly convergent 
symmetrically arranged spring contacts having 
opposed plug clasping parts, a plug having an 
axial conductor, an enlarged head at its extrem 
ity shaped, and arranged to engage and cam 
apart said contacts and receive locking parts of 

75 the same inwardly of the head to prevent with 



Edrawal Toff the“ plug, ‘ a ' eohtén'ais- eru?sér- s’li'd‘able 
aroundsaid conductor, to andiromuaxposition 
closely adjacent said head, and;having a lateral 
cam part thereon‘arranged'" to engage and‘ cam 
apart said plug locking parts ‘iarther than the 
peripheryvof ‘said'head when said head is ad 
vanced beyond the plug locking parts'and when 
said plunger is at the corresponding‘ limitj‘of 
its slidable movement, a handlearound and longi 
tudinally slidable‘onthe opposite end 'portion'of 
the‘plug, lever devices of the ?rst'order pivotally 
‘mounted in the plug on an axis transverse to 
the longitudinal dimension of the plug each hav 
ing one end engaged, with the handle and the 
other end engagedwiththe plunger, whereby put 
wa-rd movement oi the'handle will movethe cam 
into release engagement ‘with said contacts.“ 

, 3. The structureof claim 2 wherein saidpiug 
includes a tubular case, said plunger beingslid 
ably ?tted therein, said handle including a con 
centric tubular part slidably fitted exteriorly on 
the case in lapped relation with the plunger when 
‘the latter is retracted, said plunger having an 
external circumscribing groove therearound in its 
lapped part, said handle having an internal peri 
metral groove in its lapped part positioned to lie 
in a plane with the ?rst groove when the handle 
and plunger are at intermediate positions, said 
case having at least one slot therethrough ‘in 
said plane and a lever dog set loosely in said slot 
having end parts extended into respective said 
grooves, said grooves being shaped and having 
divergent sides positioned to allow inclination of 
the lever dog under relative reciprocation of han 
dle and plunger. ‘ _ ' A '_ 

4. The structure of claim 3 wherein said axial 
conductor and plunger extend beyond the end of 
the case, said plunger having an annular cam 
thereon operable between the case andcsaidhead 
‘and of greater diameter than said head, and 
having a retracted position spaced inwardly from 
the head and clear of said spring contacts. 7 
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’ 5. alockin‘glzelecti'ical- plug" and ‘jack comprising 
areceptacle‘having opposed resilient clasp mem 
terse plug: no’tched'fcn the side insertable be 
tween said clasp members to‘ receive'the latterfin 
the notch, an aii'a'llysflidable‘ release ‘member on 
the plug mos/‘stamens froma release position 
adjacent said notéli' constructed to engaga'and 
separate the claspjnembers from engagement_ in 
‘said notch when the release'member is at said 
position, av handle slidable over the outer end por 
tions of the'plug distant 'from the notched part, 
and a’motion reversing connection between the 
handle and said release member. ‘ 

6. The structure of claim 5 inwhich the motion 
reversing connection ‘comprises a body sleeve, said 
release member being slidable therein, said han 
"dle being withbut'andislidable along the sleeve, 
at least one slot formed in the sleeve,_ an in 
ternal recess formed in the handle movable across 
the slot in reciprocation of the handle and an 
external recess ‘formed in the release member 

I movable past'the slot in movementof ‘the release 
member from and to release position in relation to 
the clasp members, anda lever dog of elongated 
form set loosely in the slot ‘with its end portions 
in respective said recesses for oscillation of the 
lever by reciprocation of the handle, and for re 
ciprocatio'n of 'the release member by the inner 
end of the lever. ’ 

~T ‘ " ALVIN C. FOLLMER. 
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